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Note :- * There will be a short paragraph( Unseen) to read then decide 

whether the sentence is True or False. 

*Study the spelling of the numbers. 

Ex. Write the names of these numbers. 

     

 

 

___________       ___________       ____________              ___________ 

*Study the spelling of the shapes. 

 

  

 

____________       __________         __________   ________    ________  

*Study how to tell the time in two ways. 

 

 

 

 3:00 

 It`s three o`clock. 

Name :- ______________________ 

Grade :- __________    Class:- ____ 

Subject :- _____________________ 

Date:_______________________                 

         ___ Revision Unit 5 
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 Study which nouns are countable or non-countable. 

 

Ex. Write ( C ) if the nouns are countable and ( N.C ) if they are 

non-countable. 

cheese apple bread orange eggs 

     

sugar grapes chocolate juice carrot 

     

water coins rice a cup of tea oil 

     

 

*Write (  a   /   an   /  some  ). 

Note :- Don`t forget that we use ( some ) with plural or non-

countable. 

_______ cola             _______ orange           ______ sugar 

_______ oil                _______ carrots             ______ salt 

________ bar of chocolate        _______ cheese       

  ________ ice-cream             _______ egg      _______ money  

*Study the simple past tense verbs:- 

Ex. Correct the verb between the brackets:- 

Last week , I ( go )________ to the park.I ( see )______ 

many birds. They ( look ) _________ nice. I ( draw )_______ 

a picture for a nice bird. Then , I ( eat ) ______pizza and  

( drink) ________ orange juice. 
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 Answer these questions in complete sentences:-Don`t forget to 

change the verbs to the past. 

What did you see this morning ? 

   I saw ____________________________ 

What did you drink this morning ? 

_____________________________________________  

What did you eat yesterday ? 

_____________________________________________  

How many circles are there ?  

    There are ___________________________________ 

How many stars are there ? 

_____________________________________________  

 

*Write an exclamatory sentence :- 

Ex. Big animal           What a big animal ! 

         Cute baby          _________________________  

         Noisy music      _________________________  

         Tall tree             __________________________  

         Fast animal       ___________________________   
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 *Choose the correct word to complete the sentence :- 

1. I ( one  -  won  ) two prizes. 

2. I ( ate  -  eight ) an apple. 

3. It`s ( too -  two ) o`clock. 

4.  Is this car ( four  -  for ) you ? 

5. There are ( four – for ) kites in the sky. 

6. There is a ( be  -  bee ) on the flower. 

7. We use ( flour  -  flower ) to make cake. 

 

Measure :- ( Use a ruler ) 

 

How wide is the picture ? 

____________________________  

How high is the picture ? 

_____________________________  
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